The research of attribute characters in information system which contains core, necessary, unnecessary is a basic and important issue in attribute reduct. Many methods for the judgement of attribute characters are based on the relationship between the objects and attributes. In this paper, a new type of judgement theorems which are absolutely based on the relationship among attributes is proposed for the judgement of attribute characters. The method is through comparing the two new attribute sets E(a) and N(a) with respect to the designated attribute a which is proposed in this paper. We conclude that which type of the attribute a belongs to is determined by the relationship between E(a) and N(a) in essence. Secondly, more concise and clear results are given about the judgment of the attribute characters through analyzing the properties of refinement and precise-refinement between E(a) and N(a) in topology. In addition, the relationship among attributes are discussed which is useful for constructing a reduct in the last section of this paper. In the last, we propose a reduct algorithm based on E(a), and this algorithm is an extended application of the analysis of attribute characters above.
Introduction
Rough set theory originally proposed by Pawlak [1] [2] , provides an effective method to deal with imprecision and vague in information system. Because of voluminous data that always generates in information system, multi-granular Rough set is very important as a basic Processing method, and has very widely applications in process control, conflict analysis, data mining, data fusion technique [18, 19, 20, 21] . In recent years, many topics have been widely investigated with rough sets, for example, topology, graph, algebra, lattices, fuzzy set, and so on [24 − 33] .
Information system is an extension of rough set theory, which is denoted as a pair (U, A), where U is a nonempty finite set of objects called the domain set and A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } is a nonempty finite set of attributes such that a : U → V a for any a ∈ A, i.e., ax ∈ V a , x ∈ U, where V a is called the domain of attribute a. Each attribute based on an equivalence relation generates a partition on the domain U, and the objects belong to the same partition have the same value in V a , so the set of attributes A generates more than one partitions.
Moreover, approximation space theory is proposed to approximate the objects that are not precise. In approximation space theory, a pair of approximation operators R * , R * are introduced which are widely used.
Because of the importance of the attributes, attribute reduction is a basic topic in rough sets theory and information system, and it is a NP-hard problem.
A beautiful and efficient method was introduced by Skowron and Rauszer [6] which is the discernibility matrix of the information system (U, A), where D A = {d A (x, y)|x, y ∈ U}, d A (x, y) = {a ∈ A|V a (x) = V a (y)}. Otherwise, the boolean discernibility function is proposed to compute the reduct. Many scholars devote to study this issues [11−14] , [22, 23] . Especially, many papers studied the attribute reduct theory with the discernibility matrix [15 − 21] .
In [3] , Yao and Zhao discussed the reduct by discernibility matrix simplification. The thought is through deleting the attributes in every d A (x, y), and in the end, there is only one attribute in every d A (x, y), then the remaining attributes constitute a reduct. Otherwise, another reduct construction algorithm based on matrix simplification is proposed in [3] . The computing process of this algorithm is just like the operation of the boolean discernibility function. That is, delete the redundant elements in the discernibility matrix through absorption operation, then there exists no inclusion relation-ship between any two elements of the discernibility matrix. Then pick a d A (x, y) in the discernibility matrix, and an attribute a ∈ d A (x, y), then delete (d A (x, y) − {a}) for any other elements of the discernibility matrix. Then return to repeat the algorithm until there is only one attribute in every element of the discernibility matrix. Then the algorithm ends and a reduct is constructed.
Otherwise, In [4] , Zhang and Qiu depart the attributes into three types based on the relationship with attribute reduct which contain core, relative necessary and unnecessary attributes. Many beautiful theorems are given to describe these three type attributes. However, they are all not substantive description for attribute character.
In this paper, we propose an attribute subset E(a) with respect to the attribute a. We conclude that whether the attribute a is relative necessary or unnecessary is determined by E(a) virtually. Secondly, refinement and precise-refinement in topology are used to study the properties of attributes. Moreover, combined with the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm in [3] , we construct a algorithm based on E(a).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some basic concepts in rough set theory are reviewed in Section 2. The three types of attributes are investigated in Section 3, and more substantial descriptions to the three types are given in this section. In Section 4, With the tool of topology, more clear and easier conclusions are given about the three types of attributes.
Because of the reduct based on the relationship between the attributes virtually, in section 5, the relationship between the attributes are discussed. In the last of this paper, we give a reduct algorithm based on E(a), and analysis it's efficiency through an example in [3] .
Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basic concepts, which includes Pawlak's rough set, information system, and covering-based rough set. (see [1, 4, 5, 6, 16, 25, 27 , 28])
Pawlak's rough set
Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak , provides a useful approach to deal with dramatic data. In classical Rough set theory, the data is divided into some equivalency classes. Definition 2.1. (Approximation space) Let U be a nonempty and finite set and R be an equivalence relation on U, i.e., R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. The ordered pair (U, R) is called an approximation space.
So in an approximation space (U, R), R generates a partition U/R = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m } on U, where X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m are the equivalence classes generated by the equivalence relation R.
In rough set, a pair of approximation operators are used to describe the objects. In the following definition, a pair of approximation operators are introduced which are widely used.
Definition 2.2. (Approximation operator) Let U be a nonempty and finite set and R be an equivalence relation on U, a pair of approximation operator R * (X) = {x ∈ U|RN{x} ⊆ X}, R * (X) = {x ∈ U|RN{x} ∩ X = ∅}. Where RN(x) = {y ∈ U|xRy}. They are called the lower and upper approximation operators with respect to R, respectively. Definition 2.3. (R-precise and R-rough set) Let R be an equivalence relation on U. For all X ⊆ U, if R * (X) = R * (X), then X is a R−precise set; otherwise, we say X is a R−rough set.
Information system
The notion of information systems is an extension of rough set, and provides a convenient tool for the representation of objects in terms of their attribute values. An information system IS is a pair (U, A), where U is a nonempty finite set of objects called the domain set and A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } is a nonempty finite set of attributes such that a : U → V a for any a ∈ A, i.e., ax ∈ V a , x ∈ U, where V a is called the domain of attribute a.
Each nonempty subset B ⊆ A in an IS determines an indiscernibility relation as follows:
Since R B is an equivalence relation on U, it forms a partition U/R B = [x] B : x ∈ U, where [x] B is the equivalence class determined by x with respect to B, i.e., [x] B = {y ∈ U : (x, y) ∈ R B }. U/R B reflects the basic granules of knowledge w.r.t. B in the IS. Let we denote a set B can not be reducted iff for all C ⊂ B, U/R C = U/R B . Definition 2.6. In an information system (U, A), We divide the the attribute set A into three types as follows:
(1)(core) For a ∈ A, a is a core attribute iff for all reduct set B, B ⊆ A, a ∈ B.
(2)(unnecessary) An information system (U, A), for a ∈ A, a is an unnecessary attribute iff for all reduct B, B ⊆ A, but a / ∈ B. (3)(relative necessary) An information system (U, A), for a ∈ A, a is a relative necessary attribute iff a is not a core attribute and there exists a reduct B, B ⊆ A, and a ∈ B.
In an information system (U, A), we denote (U, B i ), i ∈ τ for all the reduct subsets of A, τ is an index set. So we denote the core attribute set as C = ∩ i∈τ B i , the set of all the relative necessary attributes as RN = ∪ i∈τ B i − ∩ i∈τ B i , and the set of all the unnecessary attributes as UN = A − ∪ i∈τ B i .
Every attribute can generates an equivalent relation and generates a partition, so in rough set theory, the study of attribute is very important, and discernibility matrix leads an important role to study the feature of attributes. Definition 2.7. (discernibility matrix)An information system (U, A), |U| = n, for x, y ∈ U, d A (x, y) = {a ∈ A|V a (x) = V a (y)}. we say d A (x, y) is a partition discernibility set of x, y. We denote D A = {d A (x, y)|x, y ∈ U} for the discernibility matrix of the information system (U, A). Definition 2.8. (discernibility function)The discernibility function of a discernibility matrix is defined by:
2.3. Covering-based rough set Definition 2.9. Let U be the domain of discourse and C a family of subsets of U. If none of the subsets in C is empty, and C = U, C is called a covering of U.
Since it is clear that a partition is definitely a covering, the concept of coverings is an extension of the concept of partitions. Definition 2.10. (Covering approximation space). Let U be a non-empty set and C be a covering of U. We call the ordered pair U, C a covering approximation space. Definition 2.11. (Minimal description). Let (U, C) be a covering approximation space. If x ∈ U, the minimal description of x is defined as Md(
Paper [1, 16] introduced a new definition for binary relation-based rough sets. The concept for this definition is the neighborhood of a point.In the following we introduce the neighborhood concept into covering-based rough set.
Definition 2.12. (Neighborhood) Let U be a domain of objects, C a covering of U. For any x ∈ U, we define the neighborhood of x as follows:
The concept of Neighbore(x) is proposed to study the covering-based rough set, and let us denote a new concept N(x) that just like the notion of Neighbore(x), but they are different. In an information system (U, A), the partition discernibility sets d A (x, y) in a discernibility matrix are always used, so we denote N(a) = {d A (x, y)|a ∈ d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} for the attribute a.
In the following, we will study the covering-based rough set of attribute with Neiborhood(x) and N(x).
Let (U, C) be a covering approximation space and X ⊆ U.
Definition 2.13. (Lower approximation) The covering lower approximation operation R * :
Definition 2.14. (Upper approximation) Let C be a covering of the domain U. The covering upper approximation operation R * , is defined as:
Proposition 2.1. Let C be a covering of U, the followings are equal.
) is easy to proof. So we only proof (1) ⇔ (4). (4) ⇒ (1): since C be a covering of U, then there exists x ∈ K ∈ C, thus Md(x) = ∅, and Md(x) = {R * (x)}, so R * (x) = ∅, thus R * (x) = {x}, so {x} ∈ C.
The analysis of attribute characters in information system
An information system (U, A), |U| = n, for x, y ∈ U, d A (x, y) = {a ∈ A|V a (x) = V a (y)}. the discernibility matrix of the information system (U, A) is D A = {d A (x, y)|x, y ∈ U}. Let the covering C = {d A (x, y)}, for all x, y ∈ U, then C is a covering of A. We denote C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute.
Otherwise, for B ⊆ A, we denote
So R * and R * in attribute covering are corresponding to those concepts in classic rough set.
proof. Sufficiency. We need to proof
and for any a ∈ B, B − {a} does not holds.
Proof.It is obvious from Theorem 3.1.
If a ∈ A is a core attribute, then for any reduction (U, B), a ∈ B. If {a} is an element of C D , then for x, y, if a ∈ d A (x, y), then there is another element b ∈ A, b ∈ d A (x, y), then we can proof there is a reduct set C, b ∈ C, and a / ∈ C.
Corollary 3.3. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a core attribute iff Md(x) = {{x}}.
Corollary 3.4. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a core attribute iff R * (x) = {x}.
Corollary 3.5. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a core attribute iff Md(x) = {R * (x)}.
In an information system (U, A), attribute a ∈ A is a core iff there exists some d{x, y}, x, y ∈ U, d{x, y}
In an information system (U, A), we have the conclusions as follows:
(1) a ∈ A is a relative necessary attribute iff R A−{a} = R A , and ∪{R B−{a} R a ,where
Theorem 3.4 describes the character of attributes, but it's just a kind of representation in definition, and lack of real substance in some degree. What the theorem wants to express is as follows:
(a) R A−{a} = R A ⇔ when deleting a from A, the partition doesn't change ⇔ a is not a core.
(
is not a core, and a belongs to some reduct⇔a is a relative necessary attribute.
(e) ∪{R B−{a} } ⊆ R a , where R B ⊆ R A , B ⊆ A⇔ for every reduct B, the partition generated by a is coarser than B − {a}⇔ for every reduct B, a / ∈ B⇔a is a unnecessary attribute.
From the explanation above, we can see that the therom 4.2 doesn't give more essential information. For example, In Theorem 3.4(2), it means for all reduct B, when deleting a from B, the partition doesn't become finer, then a is unnecessary. In the following, we will give some equivalence conditions to describe the feature of attributes with more substantial meaning and value.
We denote E(a) = {d{x, y}|a / ∈ d{x, y} ⊆ ∪N(a), d{x, y} ∈ D A }. We conclude that which type of attribute a belongs to is determined by the relation between N(a) and E(a).
Proof. It's obvious.
Theorem 3.5. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a unnecessary attribute iff for any set
Necessity. If a ∈ A is a unnecessary attribute, then for any reduction (U, B), a / ∈ B, because ∀K ∈ N{a}, B ∩ K = ∅, there exists C ⊆ ∪{M ∈ C D , M ⊆ N(a)−{a}}, C ⊆ B, if there is a set K ∈ N{a}, C∩K = ∅, and we can proof B ∩ K = C ∩ K, then B ∩ K = ∅, then a ∈ B.Because a is a unnecessary attribute, then it's a contradiction. Theorem 3.6. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a unnecessary attribute iff for any K ∈ E(a), and any C ⊆ A, satisfying C∩K = ∅, then for any F ∈ N(a), satisfying C∩F = ∅.
Proof. Sufficiency. Because for reduct B, for any set K ∈ E(a), satisfies B∩K = ∅, let C = B∩∪K, K ∈ E(a), then for any F ∈ N(a), C ∩K = ∅, then B ∩ F = ∅, then A / ∈ B. Necessity. If there exists a set C, C ⊆ A, for any set K ∈ E(a), C ∩K = ∅, but there exists a set F 0 , F 0 ∈ N(a), C ∩ F 0 = ∅. When constructing any reduct B, we must pick the attributes in all the d{x, y}, d{x, y} ∈ D A . Assuming we have pick an attribute set C in every F , F ∈ E(a).
Because there exists a set F 0 , F 0 ∈ N(a), C ∩ F 0 = ∅, so secondly we can pick a. Then the remaining d{x, y} that we have not choose attribute satisfies does't containing a, and does't contained in any attribute set in N(a). Then we can pick the attribute in the remaining d{x, y} but outside F 0 . Then a ∈ B. It contradicts with the condition of a is a unnecessary attribute.
Theorem 3.7. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a relative necessary attribute iff {a} is not an element of C D , and there exist a set C ⊆ A, R C ⊆ R ∪E(a) , and R C R a .
Proof. Sufficiency. {a} is not an element of C D , then a is not a core attribute.
If there exists a set C ⊆ ∪E(a), R C ⊆ R ∪E(a) , and
Let us assum C can not be reducted, because R C R a , then there is K ∈ N(a), satisfies C ∩ K = ∅, so we can pick a, satisfies ({a} ∪ C ⊆ B, where B is some reduct set. Then a is a relative necessary attribute.
Necessity. If a ∈ A is a relative necessary attribute, then {a} is not an element of C D , Then there exist a reduct B ⊆ A, a ∈ B, and B ∩ M = ∅, where M ∈ E(a). Let C = B ∩ ∪E(a). Then we can proof C ⊆ ∪E(a), and
It contradicts with the condition of a is a relative necessary attribute.
Corollary 3.6. C D = {d A (x, y), x, y ∈ U} the covering-based rough sets of attribute, a ∈ A is a relative necessary attribute iff x is not an element of C D , and there exists C ⊆ A, and F ∈ N(a), for any set K ∈ E(a), and
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.7, it holds. In the theorems above, we want to say that attribute a is unnecessary, if and only if for any attribute set C, if the partition it induces is finer than E(a), then it must be finer than a. And for the core and relative necessary attribute, it doesn't hold.
Attribute characters in topology
An information system (U, A), |U| = n, for x, y ∈ U, d A (x, y) = {a ∈ A|V a (x) = V a (y)}. The discernibility matrix of the information system (U, A) is D A = {d A (x, y)|x, y ∈ U}. So D A is the power set of A whose elements are all the discernibility set.
In topology, the concept of refinement are important. It's widely studied in compact set, pre-compact set, and so on. Precise-refinement is an extension of refinement in topology.In the following, we will study the properties of attribute form Precise-refinement and refinement. Definition 4.1. For two class of power set A and B of X, A, B ∈ 2 X , we call A precise-refines B iff for any K A ∈ A, K A ⊆ K B , for some K B ∈ B, and for any K B ∈ B there exists some K A ∈ A, such that K A ⊆ K B [7] . Definition 4.2. For two class of power set A and B of X, A, B ∈ 2 X , we call A is a refinement of B iff for any K B ∈ B, there exists some Proof. Sufficiency. If there exists M ⊆ D A , M ∩ N(a) = ∅, and M precise-refines N(a), then for any reduct set B, and for ∀d{x, y} ∈ M, B ∩ d{x, y} = ∅, because M refines N(a), for ∀K ∈ N(a), there exists d{x, y} ∈ M, satisfies d{x, y} ⊆ K, then (B − {a}) ∩ K = ∅, then a / ∈ B. Necessity. If there doesn't exist M ⊆ D A ,which satisfies M ∩ N(a) = ∅, and M precise-refines N(a), then there exist some K ∈ N(a), satisfies d{x, y} K where d{x, y} ∈ D A , and a / ∈ d{x, y}. So for any d{x, y} ∈ D A , a / ∈ d{x, y}, d{x, y} Corollary 4.2. For the discernibility matrix D A of the information system (U, A), a ∈ A is a relative necessary attribute iff {a} / ∈ D A , and for any a / ∈ d{x, y} ∈ D A , there exists some K ∈ N(a), satisfies d{x, y} K.
Proof. It can be concluded by the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Example 4.1. An information system (U, A), the domain set U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the attribute set A = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 }. For simplicity, we give the partitions by every attribute directly.
The discernibility matrix is:
All the reducts are {a 1 , a 2 }, {a 1 , a 3 }, {a 2 , a 3 }. a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are the relative attributes, a 4 is the unnecessary attribute,and there are no core attributes.
Let we see the relation between E(a) and N(a) for every attribute a ∈ A.
(1) N(a 1 ) = {a 1 , a 2 }, {a 1 , a 3 }, {a 1 , a 2 , a 4 }, {a 1 , a 3 , a 4 }, {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 }, E(a 1 ) = {a 2 , a 3 }. Because {a 1 } / ∈ N(a), E(a 1 ) is a refinement of N(a 1 ), or there doesn't exist subset M ⊆ E(a 1 ), such that M precise-refines N(a 1 ), then a 1 is a relative necessary attribute.
(2)The situation of a 2 , a 3 is just the same as a 1 . N(a 4 ) , or E(a 4 ) precise-refines N(a 4 ), then a 4 is a unnecessary attribute.
In the following, we give one more convenient method to judge the feature of attributes.
For the discernibility matrix D A of the information system (U, A), we call d{x, y} ∈ D A a reducible element if there exist another d{x Proof. Sufficiency. For K ∈ D A , if there exists another K ′ ⊂ K, then for any reduct B, B ∩ K ′ = ∅, then B ∩ K = ∅, so we can delete K when constructing any reduct.
For any a ∈ (∪D reduct ), then a ∈ K, for some K ∈ D reduct , then for any Then
Because all the unnecessary attributes belong to A − ∪D reduct ,all the relative and the core attributes belong to ∪D reduct ,otherwise,
∈ D A , then we can conclude the unnecessary attribute is a 4 , the relative attributes are a 1 , a 2 , a 3 .
The relationship among attributes
Attribute reduct is based on the relationship between attributes, in essence. In this section, we will give the relationship between attributes and the attribute set. That may be useful for constructing a reduct.
Let us give some kinds of marks for the relationship of two attributes in the following statements, and that is valid for two attribute sets.
Definition 5.1. In An information system (U, A), for two attributes a, b, we denote A B, iff R A ⊆ R B , and that means the partition that generated by A is finer than by B. So we denote A ≈ B, if R A = R B , and that means they generate the same partition of U.
Definition 5.2. In An information system (U, A), for two attributes a, b, let we denote a ⊲⊳ b, iff for every reduct B, a ∈ B ⇔ b ∈ B.
Definition 5.3. In An information system (U, A), for attributes a and attribute set C, we denote C ⊲ a, iff for any reduct B, C ⊆ B ⇒ a / ∈ B. That means if we pick C when constructing a reduct, then a needn't be considered.
So from the definitions above, we can say that the propositions of a ⊲⊳ b with A ⊲ B, or B ⊲ A can't hold simultaneously.
Theorem 5.1. In An information system (U, A), for two attributes a, b, A B, iff ∀K ∈ N(b), a ∈ K, and iff a ∈ Neibor(b). A ≈ B iff N(a) = N(b), and iff a ∈ Neibor(b), b ∈ Neibor(a).
Proof. Sufficiency. If there exists a reduct B,satisfies a ∈ B,and b / ∈ B, then R B ⊆ R b , and R B R a .
Necessity. Assume there exists a set C, C ⊆ A,and R C ⊆ R b , but R C R a . If there is a reduct B,satisfies a ∈ B,then we can pick some C, C ⊆ A,and R C ⊆ R b , R C R a ,and C ∪ {a} belongs to some reduct. Theorem 5.3. In An information system (U, A), for two attributes a, b, a ⊲⊳ b, iff for C ⊆ A,and
Proof. Sufficiency. If there exists a reduct B, satisfies a ∈ B, and b / ∈ B,
Necessity. Assume there exists a set C, C ⊆ A, and
If there is a reduct B, satisfies a ∈ B, then we can pick some C, C ⊆ A,and R (C∪{a}) ⊆ R b , R C R a , and C ∪ {a} belongs to some reduct.
Intuitively speaking, Theorem 4.4 means if for a reduct B, a ∈ B ⇒ b ∈ B, then for any set C, if the partition that generated by C ∪ {a} is finer than b, then C ∪ {a} can't belongs to some reduct.
Then from Theorem 5.3, it concludes.
For a attribute set C and an attribute a, we have C a ⇒ C ⊲ a, but C ⊲ a C a. In the following, an example is given to illustrate this.
Example 5.1. Let U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, A = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } is a family of equivalence relations, and the partitions they generate are as follows. R a 1 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5}}, R a 2 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}}, R a 3 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4, 5}}. The discernibility matrix is:
All the reducts are {a 1 , a 3 } and {a 2 , a 3 }, so for any reduct B, if a 2 ∈ B, then a 1 / ∈ B, so let C = {a 2 }, then C ⊲ a 1 , but the partition that generated by C is not finer than a 1 .
The next we give an equivalent conditions for C ⊲ a.
Theorem 5.4. In An information system (U, A, V ), for attribute a, and attribute set C, C ⊲ a, iff any attribute set D, for ∀K ∈ {E(a) − N(C)},
Proof. Sufficiency. For any reduct B, then for ∀K ∈ {E(a) − N(C)},
If C is contained in some reduct, then by Theorem 4.5, we can construct a reduct B, satisfies (C ∪ {a} ∪ RED(D)) ⊆ B, then a ∈ B.It contradicts with the condition of C ⊲ a.
A kind of attribute reduct algorithm based on E(a)
In [3] , Yao proposed a row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm. His thought is described as follows:
It is based on the discernibility matrix M whose element in i−th row, j − th column is M(i, j). For an non-empty M(x, y), it 's simplified into three steps. First, absorb M(i, j) by all the elements in M,so there are not proper subset of M(i, j) in M. Secondly, select an attribute a in M(i, j) for constructing a reduct, and absorb elements in M by {a}.Thirdly,for all M(x, y) = ∅, M(x, y) ∈ M, let M(x, y) = M(x, y) − M(i, j). Then back to the first step to continue. In the end, a reduct is constructed. The row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm proposed by Yao in [3] is recalled in the following: Input:The discernibility matrix M of an information table S. Output: A reduct R.
//simplify every non-empty element in M for every non-empty element M(
In the section above, we point out that E(a) can decide the attribute a whether or not belongs to some reduct, so we construct a algorithm with the use of E(a) and the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm. The detailed algorithm is given in the following.
In the following,we denote a reduct set RED E(a) with respect to E(a) iff RED E(a) ⊆ ∪E(a), and for any K ∈ E(a), RED E(a) ∩ K = ∅, and for any proper subset of RED E(a) , that's not true.
A algorithm with respect to E(a): Input: The set C D of subsets of attributes transformed from the discernibility matrix D A ; //Let C D = {C(i); 1 i N}, where N represents the number of nonempty-set elements in the discernibility matrix D A ; so N (n 2 − n)/2, n is the cardinal of the object set U. Output: A reduct R. first let R = ∅ while ( C = ∅ ) first step: select an attribute a, a ∈ C(1) ; compute N(a), E(a); second step: compute a reduct respect to E(a) with the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm in [3] ; we denote the reduct with respect to E(a) as RED E(a) ; let R = R ∪ RED E(a) ; third step: if there exists a K ∈ N(a),such that RED E(a) ∩ K = ∅; then let R = R ∩ {a}; else continue; forth step:
End.} else return; //goto the first step } } In the second step, we can also return to the first step to compute a reduct with respect to E(a), and so the absorption operation needn't be used. We don't give more description because of the limitation of length.
Theorem 6.1. The algorithm respect to E(a) can construct a reduct of A.
Proof. In the second step of the algorithm, we can pick a reduct respect to E(a).
After the third step, we can pick a reduct with respect to E(a) ∪ N(a).
In the forth step,for
From the method of induction, in the following of the operations of the algorithm, we will construct a reduct respect to C − E(a) − N(a).
Because after the forth step, for any C(i ′ ) ∈ C, C(i ′ ) = ∅, and for any K ∈ N(a), or K ∈ E(a), such that C(i ′ )∩K = ∅, thus the union of the reduct with respect to E(a) ∪ N(a) and the reduct with respect to A − ∪E(a) − ∪N(a) is also a reduct.
Then it's easy to proof that's a reduct of A.
In [3] , Yao used an example to inspect the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm, now we will quote this example in [3] to exam the algorithm with respect to E(a).
Example 6.1. The discernibility matrix is:
∅ The steps that we use the algorithm are as follows: The set C D of subsets of attributes transformed from the discernibility matrix D A is C D = {{a, b, f }, {a, c}, {a, d}, {c, d, f }, {b, d}, {b, c}, {b, e, f }, {c, e}, {d, e}}. first step: select the attribute a, a ∈ C(1) ; compute E(a) = {{c, d, f }, {b, d}, {b, c}}, N(a) = {{a, b, f }, {a, c}, {a, d}}.
second step: compute a reduct respect to E(a) with the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm in [3] ; then RED E(a) = {c, b}. Then R = RED E(a) .
third step: because for {a, d} ∈ N(a),such that RED E(a) ∩ {a, d} = ∅, then R = RED E(a) ∩ {a} = {a, b, c}; forth step:
Complexity analysis of algorithms:
All the elements need the absorption operation in he row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm, and the time that each absorption operation cost is about 0(n 2 ), so that's a complex operation. In the algorithm based on E(a), the absorption operation is performed only in E(a), but not in all the elements of the discernibility matrix. Otherwise, in the forth step,we let C(i ′ ) = C(i ′ ) − ∪N(a),for every C(i ′ ) ∈ C , so we can delete more attributes in the matrix, and remain the elements of the discernibility matrix with fewer attributes, So that may be more simple when constructing a reduct.
The thought of using E(a) in this algorithm is useful for attribute reduct. Because when we construct the reduct of E(a), then a must or can't select is determined. In the next, we can delete the union of E(a) ,then the attribute set with fewer elements remained that is more simple.
Let we study the complexity of the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm for Example 6.1 which is first used by Yao in [3] .The algorithm traverses the discernibility matrix D A three times, and every time, the algorithm experienced the operations which contain absorption,partition for some attribute set,and inspection. So the total of times for the algorithm which used in Example 6.1 is about 36 * 3 * 3, where 36 is the number of the elements in the discernibility matrix D A .
In the algorithm based on E(a), the operations we experienced included computing E(a) and N(a), computing a reduct respect to E(a) with the rowwise simplification reduct construction algorithm, comparing RED E(a) with N(a), and for every C(i ′ ) ∈ C, computing C(i ′ ) = C(i ′ ) − ∪N(a). So the total of times for this algorithm is about 9 * 4 where 9 is the number of elements in C D in Example 6.1.
In the algorithm based on E(a), we only use the row-wise simplification reduct construction algorithm for E(a), and after we pick the reduct of E(a) and N(a),we will delete all the attribute in ∪N(a), then less attributes are left. The time complexity for the worst is about 0(n 2 * ln 3 n),
So this algorithm maybe more efficient when constructing a reduct for some cases.
Conclusion
Attribute reduct is a NP-hard problem, many methods are proposed to to find all the reducts or a single reduct, but there haven't the optimal solutions for it, so it's still a problem worth of intensive researching. In some degree, constructing a reduct is based on the relationship between attributes. In this paper, we give the substantive conclusions of attribute character in terms of the relationship among attributes. We point out that the attribute is whether unnecessary or relative necessary is determined by the relationship between E(a) and N(a) in virtual, and whether unnecessary or relative necessary with respect to some reduct is determined by the relationship of this reduct, E(a) and N(a).
Furthermore, we give some easy and clear description of the attribute features in topology. Besides, some relationships between attributes are given and that is helpful for constructing reducts. Finally, a method of attribute reduct is given based on E(a). This kind of thought is maybe useful for the further study of attribute reduct in rough set theory.
